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Ryan Center

Boston, MA e3i Engineers Inc. promoted Ryan Center to partner. Already a member of senior
leadership as director of operations, Center oversees all internal operations, staffing, and quality
control; he ensures each and every project is staffed appropriately and running efficiently. In his
additional role as partner, Center will join partners Brian Mulkerrin and Bill Leuci to contribute to the
vision and overall strategic direction of e3i while directly impacting company culture and
performance.
Center will continue to help to grow the firm while maintaining day-to-day project oversight.

“What makes Ryan stand out is his stellar personality and ability to connect with people on all levels.
He brings a meaningful experience to each and every client, leading to a successful outcome and
client satisfaction.” said Brian Mulkerrin, PE, president and co-founder of e3i Engineers. “To be a
partner, you have to put the firm’s reputation above all other actions and goals. Ryan is integral to
the success of e3i; we wouldn’t be where we are today without him. He does awesome work. We
call him the task master – he’s a perfectionist and takes extreme pride in his work.”

“Ryan embodies our core competencies and values, and has a great work ethic with unlimited
potential,” said Bill Leuci, managing partner and co-founder of e3i Engineers. “His technical
background and detail-oriented nature allow him to apply the latest and greatest technology to every
project while customizing each solution to the owner’s requirements. I’m so excited to see how he
uses these skills toward the brand, growth, and future of e3i.” 

Center’s specialized experience focuses on infrastructure and the design of power distribution
systems, lighting systems, and low voltage systems including communication, fire alarm, and nurse
call systems, all with multiple redundancy. He graduated with a degree in Architectural Engineering
Technology degree from Wentworth Institute of Technology.
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